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This workbook presents a series of

meditation process in 4 stages. This

workbook has been designed for you to

proceed at one stage at a time at the rate of 1-

4 weeks per stage. Each time you learn a new

stage, you add into the other stages you know

and practice all together in a half hour

session. 

At the end of your training, you go through

the whole meditation in the time it takes you

to complete all stages. It is important to

remember that the amount of time needed to

open yourself to attracting abundance varies

from person to person. It may take one

person 7 weeks and it may take another

person 7 months. Do not concern yourself

with apparent speed of your progress, just do

your practice half an hour a day and all the

benefits manifesting health, wealth, love,

abundance and happiness will come to you.

We begin by learning how to circulate the

Chi energy inside our body. Chi, with its

roots in traditional Chinese culture (also

spelled qi) refers to the vital life force or

energy that runs through all living beings. It

is the essence of existence that flows through

each of us, uniting the body, mind and spirit.

Once we learn to channel the Chi in our

body, our body becomes positively charged. A

fully charged body is the key to abundance

and manifesting whatever you desire.

Therefore, activating this energy will create a

bond between your mind, body and spirit to

make your manifestations work faster also

benefiting your health and happiness.

INTRODUCTION
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Step 1: Bellow Breathing

To activate the energy at the naval point, we start

with bellow breathing. Start with breathing out from

your nostrils, while your stomach contracts. When

you breathe out, let your stomach fall back and

release the contraction. The breaths you take are

short and fast.

It is good to repeat this technique by counting the

breaths in and out with numbers of 9, 18 or 36 times.

Once you have done this, rest and feel the warmth

coming to your naval. You will start feeling the energy

flowing into your naval.

Step 2: Massage the Kidneys and Opening

the Door of Life:

Take both your hands and press with your fingers on

the outside of your stomach at the kidney points. The

kidney points are found 4 fingers below the left and

right rib cage.

Press them alternatively on the left and right side

repeating with the numbers counting up to 9, 18 or 36

times.

After doing this you will feel a sensation on the part

of the spine called the “Door of Life.” You can locate

this point by bending forward and feeling with your

hands the location of the joint in the spinal cord

which acts as a lever to bend the body.

Once you have done this, rest and feel the warmth

coming to your naval. Feel the energy in your naval

and the door of life and feel a ball of energy in which

Taoist people call Chi.

Step 3: Transforming into Chi

Here we have two different techniques for men and

women.

Women: Transform Blood into Chi

Woman start by massaging the breasts with both

hands moving in circular motions right hand

clockwise and left hand anticlockwise and vice versa

repeating 9, 18 and 36 times. 

STAGE 1 - ACTIVATING THE

ORIGINAL ENERGY

The meditation for manifesting abundance is a system that utilize the original energy inside you.
This energy has the power to absorb the energy from all over the body. These energy points are
from the naval, door of life and the sexual center. Our goal is to conserve these energies and
expand it out to our body, absorbing it from the Mother Earth, Heavenly Father and the Cosmic
Energy.
The key to start the meditation is to always loosen yourself and stay calm with positive thoughts.
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While doing this make a connection with the heart and

the back part of the spinal cord.

Then come to your abdomen region and massage your

stomach clockwise and anticlockwise for 9, 18 and 36

times.

Men: Transform Sperm into Chi

Men massage your back with both hands at the kidney

area and hold it for a while to feel the energy for 9, 18

and 36 times.

Then come massaging your testicle with both hands for

9, 18 and 36 times. This is an important part where a lot

of energy (Ching Energy) is stored in this region.

Then hold your testicle with the left hand and massage

your stomach clockwise for 9, 18 and 36 times and

reverse your hand and do the same thing vice versa.

Step 4:

After both men and women finish doing this, cover with

your left hand on top of your sexual center and the other

hand on the naval and use your mind’s eye to contract

and gather the energy from the sexual organs.

For women - you gather energy from the breast, the

kidney, the ovary and the cervix.

For men - you gather energy from the sexual center and

the kidney.

Once you have done this, feel all three points (The Naval,

The Door of Life and the Sexual Center) pulsing and

breathing. Feel a triangle connected to all three points

together. Inhale, drawing energy to the center of the

triangle. Then exhale condensing the energy down.

Inhale more into the triangle creating a Chi ball there.

Then exhale condensing the energy down into one dot in

the center.

Feel the Original Force concentrated there in the center,

then relax feel the original force energy expand radiating

out through the whole lower abdomen.

Spend times on this first stage for 5-10 minutes every day

and practice this stage for 2 weeks and then move on to

the next stage.

Recite your Stage 1 affirmations after practicing this

stage.
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STAGE 1- REFERENCE DIAGRAM
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I believe in my dreams. 

Believe in yourself and all that you are.

I am doing my best every day.

I love myself for who I am.

I am in charge of my own happiness.

I accept 100% responsibility for my own life.

The best is yet to come.

I am grateful for every day.

I have more than enough money.

I deserve to make more money.

STAGE 1 - AFFIRMATIONS
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Step 1:

To begin this stage, sit down comfortably and relax

yourself. Start by looking in front of you with your

mind’s eye knowing there is infinity out there and

see a golden light (some might see a different

colored light). Smile to the light and draw the light

inside you by inhaling your breath. While you do this

the Original Force Energy that you have activated

also lightens up and connects.

Step 2:

As you inhale draw the cosmic energy into your mid

eyebrow, into your nose and down to your mouth.

Then as exhale, condense the energy into your

tongue. Condense it down smaller and smaller

forming a Chi ball in your tongue. Relax and feel the

energy radiate out throughout your tongue feeling

your tongue vibrating of electricity.

Step 3:

Smile down to your heart and draw the cosmic inner

smile into your heart by taking a long breath in.

Then breath out releasing all the negative energy

inside you by making a breathy “ha” sound. 

Feel a fire start in your heart and burn out all the

negative energy in your heart. Repeat this for 3-6

times. After the negativity comes you, create more

space for positivity and abundance.

Step 4

Become aware of the universal love, feel it as a red

mist all around you. Inhale and draw in the red mist

into your heart, making your heart glow brighter red.

As you exhale condense the universal love down

inside your heart. Feel your heart more radiant full of

love and relax to feel the unconditional love expand

and radiate out from your heart feeling it so full that

it begins to overflow.

Step 5:

You are now connected to the universal love, the

unlimited source of love and abundance in the

universe. Relax and sit peacefully and picture your

loved one or someone you know who needs help.

STAGE 2 - OPENING THE HEART

AND THE COSMIC INNER SMILE

After you have practiced stage 1, you will be moving through the practice more quickly.
You can now begin to do both stages 1 and 2 in the same amount of time you have been
practicing stage 1.
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Picture this person in front of you and begin to smile

to them and see them begin to smile back to you.

Then begin to radiate the love from your heart

letting the love flow to the other person and filling

them with love, connecting them with the universal

love. Let that love radiate out to other loved ones too.

Now see your loved filled with love and gradually let

them rise up until the disappear. In the same way

you can also learn to love your enemy or some

person who is creating troubles or obstacles or some

sort of difficulty in your life.

Step 6:

Feel the love, joy and happiness spread out through

your lungs and breath it into your lungs and slowly

lower it down to the liver on the right hand side of

your body. Smile to the liver with the abundant

loving, joy and happiness energy coming down into

the liver. Gradually move it to your spleen and

pancreas. Feel it radiate there and slowly move it to

the kidney with the same feeling of love joy and

happiness.

Step 7:

Now move your right hand down on top of your

sexual organ, left hand remain on your chest on top

of your heart. Inhale more abundance of love, joy

and happiness into your heart and exhale down to

your sexual organs repeating 3-6 times.

Step 8:

Feel the sexual and love energy combined going out

and connecting with the cosmic orgasm energy all

around you in the universe. Feel it like a mist all

around you. Inhale drawing that cosmic orgasm

energy inside you. Gather it into your mouth drawing

it down to the Original Force at the naval area. Then

exhale condensing the energy in the naval area and

let the energy from the heart center be drawn down.

Let the energy from the sexual center be drawn up

and feel that energy combine and let it expand

radiating it into your whole body. Feel every cell in

your body filled with that blissful energy.
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STAGE 2 - REFERENCE DIAGRAM
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I focus on the positive.

I turn obstacles into learning opportunities.

I have control over my thoughts, feelings and choices.

I stand up for my beliefs, values and morals.

I treat others with respect and appreciate their individuality.

I accept others for who they are.

I contribute my talents and knowledge for the good of all.

I make a difference whenever I can.

I am always discovering new sources of income.

Money comes my way in both expected and unexpected ways.

STAGE 2 -AFFIRMATIONS
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Sit down comfortably on a chair and put both your

hands on the side of your body with your palms

facing downward to the ground.

Step 1

Eyes closed, inhale lightly contracting your eye

looking downward and lightly pull up your sexual

organ and anus. Feel a like a suction in your palm

and exhale down to your palm. While you inhale, feel

an energy from the earth go all the way up from your

palm, through your arms to your heart and down to

your naval. While you exhale, feel it go back from

your naval to the heart and back through your arm

out your palms.

Step 2

Inhale by lightly contracting your eye and your

perineum. Feel an energy coming up through the

sole of your feet through your legs to the perineum

and into you’re your original force.

Exhale all the way down to the sole of your feet.

Gradually feel yourself connecting with the Mother

Earth Force. While you inhale, feel the positive

energy draw inside you into the Original Force and

breath in absorbing the energy. You will generate

95% of energy in your Original Force and 5% in your

palms.

You can spend 5 - 15 minutes in this stage and feel

the energy with the word affirmation “Chi.”

STAGE 3: CONNECTING TO THE

MOTHER EARTH ENERGY

After you have practiced stage 1 and 2, you will be moving through the practice with
connecting the The Mother Earth Energy. You can now begin to do both stages 1, 2 and 3
in the same amount of time you have been practicing stage 1-2. At the end of each session
start with reciting the affirmations provided with every stage of the work book.
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STAGE 3 - REFERENCE DIAGRAM
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I make good use of my time and energy.

I support and encourage others.

I take responsibility for my thoughts and feelings.

I practice patience, understanding and compassion.

I commit to learning new things.

I strive to be open-minded.

I endeavor to be the best that I can be.

I live in the moment, learning from the past and preparing for the future.

I am open to receiving all wealth life brings to me.

I’m getting out of my own way when it comes to money.

STAGE 3 - AFFIRMATIONS
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Find a comfortable place to sit and start practicing

with a calm and peaceful mind. Always remember

to smile and keep a positive healthy mindset.

Step 1

Be aware of your mid eyebrow by tapping the

middle of your forehead with your fingers and

breath in into your pituitary gland. The breath

should be slow, long and deep. Feel your mid

eyebrow getting activated and with your mind’s

eye vision a tunnel from the mid eyebrow to the

“Crystal Room” (also known as the Upper Tan

Tien)

Feel yourself drawing in the energy inside you by

lightly contracting the nostril and exhale out to

the nature. After doing this, picture a lake, a

mountain, a sunset, a forest or an ocean. 

Step 2

Inhale again like a suction through your mid

eyebrow to the Crystal Room, drawing in a Golden

Light in front of you and exhale.

Vision the picture that you chose (a lake, a

mountain, a sunset, a forest or an ocean) and feel

yourself drawing it in connecting with the spirit

and the essence from the picture.

Step 3

Feel the Original Force in the naval area and

Golden Light in the mid eyebrow. Once you’ve

established the Original Force, you will be

automatically connecting the higher self.

Smile and be aware 6 – 12 feet above your head.

You might feel a force of light above you. Simply

let the force or light take form. It can be any form

or color. Let that form gradually touch you and

feel you having a close connection to it. The place

that it touches might open and you can accept the

higher self-energy into your body and merge with

the Original Force there.

STAGE 4: ACTIVATING THE

HIGHER SELF COSMIC ENERGY

After you have practiced stage 1, 2 and 3, you will be moving through the practice by
Activating The Higher Self Cosmic Energy. You can now begin to do both stages 1, 2 , 3
and 4 in the same amount of time you have been practicing stage 1-3. At the end of the
session start with reciting the affirmations provided with the work book verbally every day
at the end of every session.
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The place that the higher self-touches will serve as

the close connecting link between you and the

higher self. It has always been with us since birth,

but we are not aware of it. This higher self can give

you advice, protection and guidance in your life

while you strive for success.

Step 4

After doing step 1-3 you will see the Golden Light

in front of you. Lightly draw the Golden Light

inside your mid eyebrow into your mouth mixing

with your saliva, eventually becoming a golden

elixir.

Lightly move your tongue mixing the saliva and

feel your heart warm up. Feel a Golden light from

the bottom part of your spine (Coccyx) rising up

through your spine exiting any cloudy and grey

color.

Feel your spine having a Golden Light expanding

out through till the top you’re your head

expanding to your heart and gradually covering all

throughout your body like a golden ball.

This will make you make your ability to manifest

even higher since the Chi in your body is properly

flowing throughout each and every cell. Your

affirmation that you have been practicing will

become more connected with the universe.

Practice Stages 1-4 for two weeks with the

affirmation provided. Don't worry or doubt the

process, simply believe in it. If you carry on every

step on the 4 stages everyday without fail, then

your manifestations and desires will automatically

come to you.
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STAGE 4 - REFERENCE DIAGRAM
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I experience wealth as a key part of my life.

I am capable of overcoming any money-obstacles that stand in my way.

I can conquer my money goals.

Today I commit to living my financial dreams.

I want more money. And that's okay.

It's easy and natural for me to be prosperous and successful.

My life is filled with health and wealth.

Abundance is coming, I deserve and accept it.

I accept and receive unexpected money.

I accept and receive unexpected prosperity.

STAGE 4- AFFIRMATIONS
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DISCLAIMER

This workbook is for general informational purposes only. It should not be used to self-diagnose and

it is not a substitute for a medical exam, cure, treatment, diagnosis, and prescription or

recommendation. It does not create a doctor-patient relationship between you and this Workbook.

You should not make any change in your health regimen or diet before first consulting a physician

and obtaining a medical exam, diagnosis, and recommendation. Always seek the advice of a physician

or other qualified health provider with any questions you may have regarding a medical condition. For

your Health & Wellness, we are not liable or responsible for any advice, course of treatment, diagnosis

or any other information, services you obtain through this workbook or site. 

Copyright ©

All rights reserved. No part of this workbook

book may be used or reproduced in any manner

whatsoever without the express written

permission from the author except for brief

quotations embodied in critical articles and

reviews.
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WORDS OF CAUTION

The practices described in this book have been used

successfully for hundreds of years by Taoists trained by

personal instruction. Readers should not undertake the

practice without personal training by the Universal Tao since

certain of these practices, if improperly done, may cause injury

or result in health problems. This book is intended to

supplement individual training and to serve as a reference

guide for these practices. Anyone who undertakes these

practices on the basis of this book alone does so entirely at his

or her own risk. The practices described herein are not

intended to be used as a substitute for professional medical

care. If any readers are suffering from illnesses based on

mental or emotional disorders, an appropriate professional

health care practitioner or therapist should be consulted. Such

problems should be corrected before you start training.

Neither Ultimate Money Manifestation nor its staff and

instructors can be responsible for the consequences of any

practice or misuse of the information contained in this book. If

the reader undertakes any exercise without strictly following

the instructions, notes and warnings, the responsibility must

lie solely with the reader.

I thank foremost those Taoist Masters who were kind enough

to share their knowledge through generations.

This Workbook provides ancient Taoist methods to use as a

self-help system to help cure and prevent illness, stress,

manifest abundance and to enhance all aspects of life. Its key

concept is increasing vital energy, or Chi, through easy

techniques and physical exercises.

This is practical system accessible to everybody. Many of these

techniques were formerly known only to an elite group of

Taoist Masters and hand-picked students. 

These techniques became formulated with powerful practices

into a comprehensive system which I began teaching to the

public to further your manifestation journey and create wealth

and abundance in your life.

Though spiritual in its foundation, The Universal Tao is not a

religion. It is compatible with all religions, as well as with

agnosticism and atheism. There are no rituals to perform and

no gurus to surrender to. The Master and the Teacher are

highly respected, but are not deified.
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